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Résumé
The book covers dyeing methods, from the oldest craft traditions right through to modern synthetic and chemical dyes and includes dye recipes and advice on how to color different types of cloth. Technical terms used in dyeing are explained, and the history of the dyeing industry is described through the famous people and discoveries that shaped it. The 1981 edition is a paperback edition of the dictionary first published by Mills & Boon Ltd in 1980. -- AATA -- AATA

Établissement d'origine
AATA
verb (used with object), dyed, dye-ing. to color or stain; treat with a dye; color (cloth, hair, etc.) with a substance containing coloring matter: to dye a dress green. to impart (color) by means of a dye: The coloring matter dyed green. Show More. verb (used without object), dyed, dye-ing. to impart color, as a dye: This brand dyes well. to become colored or absorb color when treated with a dye: This cloth dyes easily. Show More. Origin of dye. before 1000; Middle English dien, Old English déagian, derivative of déag a dye. Related forms. Old English déagian "to dye," from the source of dye (n.). Spelling distinction between dye and die was not firm till 19c. "Johnson in his Dictionary, spelled them both die, while Addison, his near contemporary, spelled both dye" [Barnhart]. You can read A Dictionary of Dyes, Mordants, And Other Compounds Used in Dyeing And Calico Printing by Rawson, Christopher in our library for absolutely free. Read various fiction books with us in our e-reader. Add your books to our library. Best fiction books are always available here - the largest online library. dye definition: 1. to change the colour of something using a special liquid: 2. a substance used to change the colour of something: 3. to change the color of something using a special liquid: . Learn more. See more results ». (Definition of "dye" from the Cambridge Advanced Learner's Dictionary & Thesaurus © Cambridge University Press). "dye" in American English. dyeverb [ T ]. us /dai/ present participle dyeing, past tense and past participle dyed. » to change the color of something using a special liquid: He dyed his hair black.